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Abstract

We study the problem of localizing repair packets when packets are lost. When repair packets are
multicasted, a highly lossy receiver may swamp the entire multicast “group” with duplicate repair packets
thereby wasting bandwidth; thus, the protocols need repair locality.

We present a multicast layering scheme where the sender proactively distributes FEC repair packets
among multiple multicast groups. Receivers can selectively tune in to a subset of these multicast groups
to obtain number of packets close to the number they require. We develop anefficient algorithm that
dynamically determines the optimal distribution of FEC repair packets toa given (small constant) number
of multicast groups. The running time of this algorithm is independent of the number of receivers
in the multicast session, and is hence highly scalable. However, the optimal algorithm requires the
knowledge of the FEC repair requirements of all the receivers in the multicast group, and hence is
subject to the implosion problem. To handle the implosion problem, we develop a heuristic algorithm
that achieves repair locality very similar to that of the optimal algorithm, but does not require as much
global knowledge.

Our multicast layering scheme can be integrated into many known reliable multicast protocols to
enhance their scalability. For concreteness, we focus on singly scoped and hierarchically scoped SRM
as well as tree-based protocols and present combined protocols incorporatingour solutions into each of
them. Our simulation experiments suggest that our solutions can substantially enhance the scalability of
these reliable multicast protocols.

1 Introduction

Reliable multicast protocols need to address the issue of recovering from packet losses. The crux is to design
a protocol that scales to tens of thousands, or even millionsof receivers since the added control complexity
of multicasting has a greater payoff with such large numbersof receivers. Scalability is thus an important
problem in reliable multicasting, and it is a well-studied one. Many clever protocols have been proposed,�This work is supported in part by NSF CAREER ANI-9875651.
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e.g., SRM [1], RMTP[2], SHARQFEC [3], TMTP [4], to name a few;the resource web site [5] gives an
extensive background.

A natural approach to recover from packet losses is to make the sender retransmit the lost packets to
individual receivers. However, such sender-centric retransmission does not scale well. In a large-scale
multicast session, the probability that a given packet is lost by some receiver is high; thus, the sender may
end up retransmitting every packet. Additionally, if a packet is lost near the sender, most receivers would lose
that packet, and it leads to repair traffic that is proportional to the session size. We may avoid this problem
by allowing the sender to multicast the retransmission. However, as recent MBone studies [6] indicate,
many packet losses are not correlated, and different receivers may experience different loss rates. This leads
to the well-knownrepair-locality problem whereby repair traffic is not localized to its desired receivers.
Thus, when retransmission is multicasted, receivers may end up receiving many “unwanted” packets in the
repair traffic. Sender-centric retransmission schemes also suffer from the well-knownimplosion problem
in which the sender is potentially flooded by control traffic (request for packets, negative acknowledgment
from receivers, status requests, etc).

The popular consensus now seems to be to effectively delegate the responsibility of recovery to the
receivers. SRM [1], perhaps the most popular scheme for reliable multicast, allows receivers to multicast
requests to the entire group. Any receiver with requested packets can multicast it. With clever use of
randomized timers and suppression, SRM effectively solvesthe implosion problem. Unfortunately, SRM
does not solve the repair locality problem. This problem is alleviated, but not entirely solved, by local and
hierarchical scoping (grouping of receivers) [7].

There are tree-structured protocols such as TMTP [4], RMTP [2], and LBRM [8] that solve the implo-
sion and repair locality problems by imposing a logical treestructure to the multicast session. Specialized
receivers located at the root of the sub-trees of the logicaltree receive requests and effect retransmission only
to their own children in the tree. These protocols work without any router support, but they need specialized
receivers. There are other protocols such as PGMP [9] and LSM[10] which propose to modify the routers
in order to localize repair packets to the region where they can be most effective. For these protocols to
be effectively used, “special” receivers (or routers) needto be widely deployed. Managing the logical tree
involving a large number of specialized receivers under network partition or machine failure would create
an enormous administrative burden.

Another approach to solving both the implosion and repair locality problems is to use forward error
correction (FEC). This involves splitting the original packet stream into groups ofB packets, calledblocks.
For each block,h FEC encoded packets are generated for suitably chosenh. Receivers can recover the
original block by receiving anyB packets out of theB+h ones. When combined with an appropriate ARQ
technique, the FEC technique incurs very low network overhead [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 3].

The FEC approach can be employed in any of the protocols we have described so far such as SRM,
tree-based protocols etc. A noteworthy example is the SHARQFEC protocol [3] that combines hierarchical
scoping and hybrid FEC/ARQ. It breaks the entire multicast group into hierarchically nested scopes and
designates a receiver within each scope as the “zone closestreceiver” (ZCR). After receiving each data
block, each ZCR proactively multicasts FEC packets to the receivers in its scope. Since proactive FEC
packets and SRM-style suppression can reduce much of repairand request traffic, a scope can contain many
more receivers than a sub-tree in tree-based protocols. Therefore, fewer ZCRs are needed than the number
of designated receivers needed in tree-based protocols. In[3], it is shown that with scopes as large as 500
receivers, SHARQFEC can potentially scale to millions of receivers.
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To summarize, scoping and employing FEC together with suppression techniques, leads to reliable mul-
ticast protocols that are suitably scalable. However, the main issue is to determine how many FEC packets
to transmit, and the suitable protocol to schedule the transmission of these FEC packets. Most existing
schemes force the sender to multicast as many FEC packets as the most lossy receiver in the session re-
quires. This is effective only if all the receivers in the group have similar loss rates. Unfortunately, in most
existing protocols, scopes are not defined by the loss rates of receivers, but by their physical locations. In
[16, 7], scopes are defined to be receivers within a certain “hop count” or time-to-live (TTL). Administrative
scoping incorporated into multicast addresses [17] is alsobased on physical locations. SHARQFEC [3] also
defines scopes based on the physical regions, cities, suburbs, etc. Inevitably, a large scope defined only by
physical locations comprises receivers with widely varying loss rates; thus, receivers with low loss rates
receive far too many redundant repair packets, and the overall repair traffic is excessive.

Contribution We present a novel protocol calledLayered Multicast Recovery (LMR). A multicast session
is allocated with multiple multicast group addresses. The sender multicasts different amounts of FEC pack-
ets to different multicast groups. Each receiver joins a subset of the groups that together provide the number
of FEC packets it needs under its current loss rate. We present a highly efficient algorithm to find the optimal
allocation of repair packets to different multicast groupsin order to minimize redundant traffic; its running
time is independent of the number of receivers in the session. However, the algorithm requires the source to
know the repair requirements of every receiver in the multicast group, and is subject to the acknowledgment
implosion problem. To remedy the implosion problem, we develop a heuristic algorithm that achieves simi-
lar repair locality as the optimal algorithm in most networktopologies, but does not require as much global
knowledge. Our two solutions can be employed in various existing reliable multicast protocols to enhance
their repair locality, and scalability. In this paper, we integrate our solutions with SRM, a tree-based pro-
tocol, and a hierarchically scoped protocol. The resultingprotocols are substantially enhanced versions of
their original in their scalability.

In what follows, we give a more detailed overview of our contributions.

Layered Multicast Recovery The outline of our protocol is as follows. Within each scope (session, if
there is only one scope),K repair multicast groups (hereafter referred to asrepair groups) are allocated.
MLR uses a hybrid FEC/ARQ scheme. First, receivers periodically compute the amount of FEC repair
packets required for loss recovery, based on their current loss rates. The basic assumption is that the mean
packet loss rate of a receiver does not fluctuate rapidly and slowly varies over time. Given the maximum
number of FEC repair packets,fmax, required by a receiver in the scope, a ZCR (or the sender) partitionsfmax packets into F=f�1; �2; : : : ; �Kg groups whereK is given as a some small constant, and transmits�i
repair packets to a different multicast group. While the receiver with the worst packet loss rate joins all the
multicast groups to receivefmax repair packets, others can adjust the amount of repair traffic transmitted to
them by selectively joining only a subset of theK multicast groups.

Given the number of FEC packets needed by the different receivers, the optimal algorithm allows a ZCR
to choose optimalF to minimize the total redundant repair traffic to each receiver in its scope. For instance,
if there are five receivers which require 2, 2, 1, 4 and 4 repairpackets respectively, andK = 2, then�1
and�2 are 2 each in order to minimize the total number of redundant repair packets that all receivers would
get. The first three receivers join the first multicast group while the last two receivers join both of the repair
groups. The total number of redundant repair packets is equal to one because only the third receiver gets
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more than it requires when joining the first repair group.

In this paper, we develop an algorithm determining the optimal F with running timeO(U2K) whereU is the maximum number of FEC repair packets to add per block. While an unbounded number of repair
packets can be proactively injected, we restrictU to be less than the block sizeB which is typically less than
20 (in our simulation, we chose 16). This also limits the total amount of FEC repair packets per block that
is received by a member toB. The running time of the algorithm is independent of the number of receivers
in the scope.

However, the optimal algorithm requires to know the number of repair packets required by each receiver
(or at least a majority of receivers) to compute the optimal layeringF . This might be a source of feedback
implosion if each receiver periodically reports its repairrequirement to the sender. Surprisingly, we find that
a simple heuristic algorithm can achieve similar repair locality as the optimal algorithm in most cases where
the distribution of loss rates among receivers within a scope is not extremely skewed. The heuristic algorithm
does not require the global knowledge of the repair requirements of all the receivers. The algorithm simply
multicasts the same number of repair packets to each multicast group, and the number of repair packets is
determined by dividingfmax byK. This scheme calls for keeping track offmax dynamically. When thefi
of one of the receiveri exceeds the current value offmax known to all the receivers, it can send the feedback
with the updatedfmax. Thus it is easy to keep track of the increases infmax. To keep track offmax when
it decreases, we can design a slightly more sophisticated protocol. We do not describe the details of this
protocol in this report (details will be provided in the finalversion). Obtainingfmax allows an efficient use
of feedback suppression where a receiver multicasts its repair requirement if and only if its requirement is
less than what it has heard from other receivers in the last epoch period. Similar approach has been adopted
in other protocols [18, 19] to reduce implosion.

Organization We review the repair locality problem in Section 2. We present our protocol Section 3.
We present our simulation results in Section 4. There is a rather large body of work related to scalable,
reliable multicasting; we discuss some relevant ones in Section 5. We present concluding remarks as well
as potential limitations of our work in Section 6.

2 The repair locality problem

The repair locality problem can be best explained using examples. We modified several examples from [3].

Figure 1(a) shows that a single sender at the root of the multicast routing tree multicasts data to the
other nodes which represent the receivers. Branches represent multicast routing paths. Different branches
are subject to different loss rates, from low to high rates. The total loss at each node can be calculated by
compounding the loss rate of every link between the sender and that receiver. In Figure 1(a), the worst case
receiver loses about 17% of the packets.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the scenario when the sender multicasts themaximum number of repair packets
requested by any receiver. It shows the number of redundant FEC repair packets received by a receiver
under this scenario. The numbers in parentheses indicate the expected (normalized) amount of FEC repair
packets that each node would receive whenboth data and FEC repair packets are subject to loss. While the
worst receiver recovers data blocks with no redundant repair packets, other receivers are subject to redundant
traffic up to 16.8%. Note that if retransmission were used instead of FEC repair packets, this number would
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Figure 1: (a) A multicast tree (the number in parentheses near a node represents the loss rate of that node),
(b) Normalized traffic volume for non-scoped and non-layered FEC.
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Figure 2: (a) SHARQFEC with normalized traffic volume, (b) LMR with normalized traffic volume 1.

be much larger.

Figure 2(a) shows a scoped version (SHARQFEC) of the same scenario as the above. The ZCRs (i.e.,
internal nodes and the sender in the figure) of nesting scopesinject sufficient repair packets to satisfy the
receiver with the highest loss rate among its children. The amount of redundant packets is greatly reduced
because of scoping. However some receivers (especially theones in the left side of the tree) are still subject
to a significant amount of redundant traffic (about 6.4%). This scenario is quite real. Since a single scope
can expand to include many receivers (e.g., five hundred receivers as proposed in [3]), it is highly unlikely
that the receivers in the same scope have similar loss rates.Therefore, scoping alone is not adequate for
solving the repair locality problem.

Figure 2(b) shows the result when LMR is applied to scoping assuming each ZCR can have two repair
groups. The label(x + y + z) at each internal node denotes the normalized amount of traffic x that it gets
from its parent, the normalized amount of the FEC trafficy that it adds to the first repair group, and the
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normalized amountz of the FEC traffic it adds to the second repair group. Each receiver has a choice of
joining one or both groups. Under the current scenario, every node receives no more than what it requires
to recover from its own losses. This example suggests that with a few additional multicast groups and
appropriate assignment of the number of repair packets sentto each repair group, we can substantially
reduce the redundant repair traffic. In the following sections, we develop and formalize the LMR protocol
in greater depth.

3 A single scoped LMR protocol

We first sketch the outline of LMR for a single scope where the sender is the only node that can proactively
multicast FEC repair packets. Then we show how it can be integrated with SRM [1] and a tree-based
protocol such as RMTP [2].

3.1 The outline of the protocol

The sender has a fixed number of multicast groupsg0; g1; : : : ; gK , whereK is a small constant.K is
typically less thanB, whereB is the number of packets in a block. The sender multicasts data blocks to
multicast groupg0, which we call thebase group. The other multicast groups arerepair groups.

Depending on the number of multicast groups allocated to thesender, the protocol runs in one of two
modes:static or dynamic. Typically, if K is larger thanB=c wherec is a small constant and a protocol
parameter, it chooses the static mode; otherwise, it is in the dynamic mode. The mode of LMR is determined
at the beginning of the session.

In the static mode, the sender always transmits�i = dB=Ke FEC repair packets to groupgi. If there are
sufficiently many repair groups, the sender can transmit thegroups of repair packets in a fine granularity;
hence, the redundant traffic is minimal. For example, whenK � B=2, each receiver gets at most one more
repair packet per block than it requires since at most two repair packets can be sent to each repair group. The
added benefit of dynamically allocating different amounts of repair packets to the repair groups is minimal.
Note that in the static mode, the sender does not need to know how many repair packets receivers require,
so no feedback is necessary.

In the dynamic mode, based on feedback from receivers indicating information on the number of repair
packets they need, the sender determines the number of repair packets to send to each group. Each Each
receiveri periodically estimates the number of repair packets it needs, denotedfi. fi is computed based
on i’s mean loss rate. The loss rate is estimated through simple exponential weighted moving average; this
estimation is based on the assumption that persistent loss rates tend to vary slowly.

The goal is to determine the optimal distribution of repair packets among repair groups. Let�j be the
number of repair packets to be sent to repair groupgj . �j ’s are chosen so as to minimize total (equivalently,
the average) number of redundant repair packets sent to receivers. We discuss the algorithm to compute�j
in Section 3.3. To compute�j , the sender keeps statistics on repair packet requirementsof receivers, based
on feedback received from a set of receivers. The discussionon how feedback is sent is given in Section
3.4. The statistics are used to determine the optimal distribution of repair packets among repair groups. Let�j be the number of repair packets to be sent to repair groupgj . Initially, when the sender does not have
sufficient knowledges of the receivers’ requirements,�j is set todB=Ke.
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The sender includes the information about the distributionof repair packets in each packet it sends out.
We call this therepair group information (RGI). In the static mode, RGI needs to occupy only one octet
to storeB=K because all repair groups carry the same number of repair packets. In the dynamic mode, a
data packet needs to includeK numbers, each indicating the number of repair packets to be sent to a repair
group (i.e.,�j ’s). Typically, in the dynamic mode,K is less thanB=2. Thus, these numbers may occupy up
to dlog2(B=2)e �B=2 bits. For example, forB = 16, this requires only three octets to store the8 numbers.

We assume that the transmission rate of data and repair packets is governed by a flow and congestion
control mechanism which is outside the scope of this paper.1 The overall transmission sequence works as
follows. The sender multicasts the data to the base groupg0. Immediately after that, the sender multicasts
a group of�j FEC encoded repair packets togj , in increasing order ofj’s. Two consecutive repair packets
are delayed by�f units of time in order to reduce the effect of burst losses (inour simulation, we set it to
three packet intervals). The rationale behind this scheme is that the transmission rate of the sender must be
about the same as that in non-layered hybrid ARQ protocols.

Based on the latest RGI, a receiveri decides to be in a subset of repair groups as described below.It
always belongs to the base groupg0. Then it finds the minimumr, r � K, such that the sum of�1 to �r is
at least as large asfi, and joins multicast groupsg1; g2; : : : ; gr. Thus if a receiver joinsgj , then it has to join
groups fromg1 to gj�1. Since repair packets ingk; 1 � k � K � 1 are always transmitted before those ingk+1, this rule allows receivers to recover from losses as soon aspossible. This is thelayering aspect of our
protocol.

If the number of packets lost per block (including data and repair) by a receiver is larger than the
incoming repair packets from its current repair groups, then the packet losses are irrecoverable. In that
case, the receiver initiates a request for additional transmission of FEC repair or data packets from the
sender or other receivers who recover the same block. The specifics of how this request is handled depends
on the type of reliable multicast protocols being integrated with LMR. We discuss this issue in detail when
we explain how the LMR protocol can be combined with SRM and a tree-based protocol in Sections 3.4 and
3.4.1 respectively.

3.2 Layering Algorithms

We first describe the optimal algorithm, and then describe a heuristic algorithm for determiningF that
minimizes the redundant traffic sent to all receivers.

3.2.1 Optimal layering

Formally our problem is as follows. We haven receivers; theith receiver has a demandfi � 1 (of FEC
packets). Saymaxi fi � U . We are given a parameterK which is the number of repair groups. Our goal
is to choose�1; �2; : : : ; �K , �i � 1. Here,�i is the number of FEC packets sent to the multicast groupi
by the sender. All�i’s andfi’s are integers. Each receiveri joins the multicast groups1; � � � ; j such thatP`=j`=1 �` � fi andj is the smallest integer with this property. Thecost for theith receiver is(P`=j`=1 �`)�fi,
wherej is as above, and thetotal cost is the sum of the cost for each receiver. The problem is to find the
solution (�i’s and their ordering�1; : : : ; �K) of minimum total cost.

1For more information on the subject, see [20, 19].
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We observe that although the session sizen is large,U is substantially small; typicallyU � 20. K is
also small as described earlier.

To some extent, this problem is related to thek-median problem and, more generally, to the facility
location problems in the literature, both of which are mildly hard, to notoriously hard not only to solve
exactly in polynomial time, but even to approximate. They have been a subject of intense study even
recently in the Theoretical Computer Science community [21]. The focus there is on the case whenU is
much larger thann and the distance function betweenfi’s is fairly sophisticated; in our problem,n is very
large compared toU and the distance function is simple. Here, we are able to showthat our problem can be
solved optimally in running time which is a small polynomialin U andK, independent ofn.

It suffices to consider the problem of finding the costC in the optimal solution – recall the definition
of the cost from earlier. A particular solution of�i’s with this costC can be easily retrieved from our
description below.

For now, let us consider the subproblem in which our goal is tofind the optimal solution using̀ repair
groups for receivers which request at mosti FEC packets, that is,fj ’s, 1 � fj � i � U . Say this solution
is �1; � � � ; �`. We denote its cost byS(i; `) and denote

Pj=`j=1 �j by SS(i; `). Note thatSS(i; `) is the total
number of FEC packets sent out by the sender since it sends�j packets over thejth multicast group if we
solve this subproblem alone. The following observation, although simple, proves to be the key. Informally,
it says that the number of FEC repair packets sent by the sender over all the multicast groups1; : : : ; `,
while solving this suproblem optimally equals the maximum number of FEC repair packets requested by
any receiver which requested no more thani packets. Formally,

Lemma 3.1 For any `, SS(i; `) = maxh fh where fh � i.
Proof Sketch. We fix a value of̀ and showSS(i; `) = maxh fh wherefh � i; that suffices. Trivially,SS(i; `) � maxh fh, fh � i. Therefore, it suffices to proveSS(i; `) � maxh fh, fh � i. Assume
otherwise; thus, the optimal solution�1; �2; : : : ; �`, �k � i for 1 � k � `, hasSS(i; `) > maxh fh wherefh � i. Consider the solution�1; �2; : : : ; �` � 1, �k � i for 1 � k � `. This too is clearly a valid solution,
but we can quite easily argue that this has strictly smaller total cost than our optimal solution. Thus we
derive contradiction to our assumption.

Henceforth, we letSS(i) denoteSS(i; `) for any `. From our observation above,SS(i) = maxh fh
wherefh � i. We have the following recurrence:S(i; `) = minj j 1�j<iS(j; `� 1) + C(j + 1 � � � i� 1);
whereC(a � � � b) is the total cost of allu’s such thata � fu � b. It is easy to see thatC(a � � � b) =Pa�fu�b(SS(b)� fu). In order to solve our problem, it suffices to computeS(U;K).

We computeS(U;K) using dynamic programming. We initialize an arrayS[1 � � �U; 0 � � �K] such thatS[i; 0] = 1 andS[i; j] = 0 for i � j and1 � j � K. Also, S[i; 1] = C[1; i � 1] for all i. Now for each2 � ` � K, we consider each choice ofi and we calculateS[i; `] using the equation above.

Say the time taken to determineC(a � � � b) for anya; b is at mosttQ. There areO(UK) terms of the formS(i; `) each of which takes timeO(UtQ) to compute. The total running time is thusO(U2KtQ). We can
naively upper boundtQ to beO(U) by computingC(a � � � b) whenever needed. A more efficient solution is
as follows:
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Lemma 3.2 We can compute C(a � � � b) for all a; b in time O(U2) after which we can determine anyC(a � � � b) in time tQ = O(1).
Proof. We compute the tableZ(a; b) = C(a � � � b) for all a; b which can be looked up when needed inO(1)
time. In order to computeZ(a; b), we determine tablesX(a; b) = SS(a � � � b) andY (a; b) = Pa�fu�b fu
for eacha; b. Both the tablesX andY can be easily computed inO(U2) time. We then use the following
formula: Z(a; b) = C(a � � � b) = Xa�fu�b(SS(b)� fu)= Xa�fu�bSS(b)� Xa�fu�b fu = X(a; b)� Y (a; b)
Thus it takesO(U2) time to compute theZ table.

Based on the arguments above, we have our main result:

Theorem 3.3 The optimal solution S(U;K) can be determined in time O(U2K).
We make several remarks about our result. (1) In order to determine the set of�i’s in the right order with

the optimal costS(U;K), we store indexj where the minimum occurs in the formula forS[i; `]. Using this,
we can determine the set�i correctly and efficiently (as is standard in dynamic programming solutions). (2)
We can provide a more sophisticated algorithm that is theoretically more efficient than one we have stated
above. But for our implementations, the above solution suffices. (3) Our solution above applies to many
other cost functions such as minimizing the maximum of(P`=j`=1 �`)� fi over all receivers.

3.2.2 Heuristic layering

The sender needs to know the repair packet requirements of every receiver to compute optimal layering,
and thus, requires feedback from every receiver. As the number of receivers increases, feedback implosion
limits the scalability of the protocol. To avoid feedback implosion, we resort to heuristics to computeF that
effectively reduces redundant traffics sent to receivers. We use the performance of the optimal algorithm as
a yardstick to gauge the performance of the heuristics.

Many heuristics are possible. In this paper, we present a simple algorithm where the sender obtainsfmax
from receivers, and sendsdfmax=Ke repair packets to each repair group. We can obtain the current fmax
without causing implosion as follows. This scheme calls forkeeping track offmax dynamically. When
the fi of one of the receiveri exceeds the current value offmax known to all the receivers, it can send
the feedback with the updatedfmax. Thus it is easy to keep track of the increases infmax. To keep track
of fmax when it decreases, we can design a slightly more sophisticated protocol. We do not describe the
details of this protocol in this report and only describe thecase whenfmax increases. The protocol runs
based on rounds. At each round, the sender multicasts areport message. Receiving the report message,
each receiveri computesfi, and sets its timer to a random value within[0;Dmax�Ds;i] whereDmax is the
current maximum one delay from a receiver to the sender, andDi;s is the current delay from receiveri to the
sender. When the timer expires, the receiver multicasts a feedback message containingfi if and only if it
has not received any feedback containing a larger value thanfi. The sender selects to befmax the maximum
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fi received within time periodDmax after sending the report message. Note that it is possible tocompute
delays between every pair of receivers [22] in a scalable fashion. For more information, please refer to [22].

In this algorithm, receivers are subject to no more thandfmax=Ke � 1 repair packets (if the same loss
rate persists). The performance of the algorithm degrades when the distribution of loss rates within a scope
is highly skewed between 1 andfmax. For instance, while one receiver requires 16 repair packets (note thatfmax cannot be bigger thanB), the rest of receivers requires one repair packet. IfK (the number of repair
groups) is two, then all other receivers will be subject to 7 redundant repair packets per block. However, the
performance improves linear toK. In the above example, ifK = 4, then the maximum redundant packets
reduce to 4 packets.

3.3 Determining the number of FEC repairs required by a receiver

The number of FEC packets that a receiver needs depends on thepattern and rate of its losses. We adopt
the standard model for packet losses found in the literature[23, 14, 11]. The data packet losses are assumed
to undergo burst losses. Hence, they are described by a two-state model: one state (referred to as state 1)
represents a packet loss, and the other state (referred to asstate 0) represents the successful receipt of the
packet. If the system is in state 0, the probability of staying in state 0 is�, and the probability of switching
to state 1 is1 � �. If the system is in state 1, the probability of staying in state 1 is� and the probability
of moving to state 0 is1 � �. Both parameters� and� can be obtained from the measured mean loss
rate and burst length. Each FEC packet belonging to the same block is separated by�f time distance.�f
is set large enough to force the losses of FEC packets to be close to independent. It was reported in [23]
that periodic UDP packets separated by as little as 40 msec tend to undergo near-independent losses. Thus,
we assume that FEC repair packets undergo independent random losses; hence, they are described using a
binomial distribution; again, the independent loss probability is known from measurements. The losses of
data packets (in multicast group0) and those of FEC packets are assumed to be independent.

We can calculate the following two quantities efficiently. LetP (f; i) denote the probability of receivingj packets out off FEC repair packets; it can be computed in a straightforward way from the definition of
the binomial distribution. LetD(B; i) be the probability of receivingi data packets out of a block ofB data
packets under the two-state model.D(B; i) can be computed using dynamic programming in timeO(B2)
using the recursive definition ofD in [14].

Two parameters are relevant. The first is�, the probability of recovering a block when the total number
of repair packet in the multicast groups the receiver belongs to is f . That is, if i packets are received
from the base group, at least(B � i) FEC packets are needed from the repair groups in order to recover

the block. Thus,� = PBi=max(B�f;0) �D(B; i)�Pfj=B�i P (f; j)�. The second parameter of relevance

is the expected wasted bandwidth due to redundant FEC repairpackets. LetEX(B; f) be the expected
number of packets received whenf FEC packets are used to protectB data packets. It is easy to see
thatEX(B; f) = PBi=0 iD(B; i) +Pfj=0 jP (f; j). Then, the normalized expected bandwidth wastage isEW (B; f) = EX(B;f)�BB+f .

One approach to estimate the FEC repair packets for a receiver would be to set� very close to 1; that
would give a value forf . This approach requires FEC repair packets to protect transmission even from very
rarely occurring events such as a large number of data packets in the block being lost and/or FEC packets
being continually lost. Thus, it tends to ask for too many packets and waste bandwidth. A more appropriate
approach is the one we adopt here, namely, find the number of FEC repair packets that would maximize
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Figure 3: The relation of wasted bandwidth and the probability of recovery whenB = 16.

the probability of recovery given the expected wasted bandwidth is bounded by an acceptable amount for
a receiver. Since different receivers may be able to tolerate different amounts of wasted bandwidth, this
approach would allow receivers to wage their own “risk” in getting FEC repair packets. In our simulations,
we set the tolerable wasted bandwidth to be 5% of the total forward bandwidth.

The effect of the number of FEC packets on the wasted bandwidth and probability of recovery is shown
in Figure 3. We calculated� andEW (B; f)withB = 16 while varyingf and loss rates. The plot shows that
when the normalized expected bandwidth wastage is around 5%-6%, the chances of recovery are significant.
Note that the chances of recovery can be up to 20% higher than the case when the bandwidth wastage is
minimum.

3.4 Integrating with SRM

We now show how to integrate LMR into SRM. When LMR fails to recover a block, we employ SRM
style receiver-centric error recovery. When a receiver fails to recover a block, it multicasts the request for
additional transmission as in the SRM protocol. We need to address an important issue before providing
further details, namely, does the receiver request retransmission of its missingoriginal data packets, or
request additional FEC repair packets for the lost block? Retransmitted FEC repair packets for a receiver
may additionally help some of the other receivers recover the same block; hence, it has the potential to avoid
proliferation of repair packets and utilize bandwidth efficiently. However, this recovery process has some
delay. For applications such as video transmissions for which the delay is critical, retransmission of original
data packets may help recover the block with partial losses which may suffice. In this paper, we only describe
our protocol when retransmissions are FEC repair packets; the modification to deal with retransmission of
original data packets is straightforward. We now describe the SRM-style protocol in detail.
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Request. When a receiverr fails to recover a block, it sets itsrequest timer in the same manner as specified
by the SRM protocol. That is, the delay is chosen uniformly from the interval2i[C1dS;r; (C1 + C2)dS;r],
whereC1 areC2 are protocol parameters typically set to2; here,dS;r is the receiverr’s estimate of the
one-way network delay time from the sender (S) to r during a multicast, andi is the backoff factor, which
is described below. When the timer expires, it multicasts a request for FEC repair packets for its incomplete
block. The number of repair packets requested is a tunable parameter that depends on the receiver’s past
experience on the number of duplicate repair packets, denoted d, it gets for each request. If a receiver
requiresy packets, then it may requestdy=xe repair packets. If the receiver receives a request from another
receiver for the same block before the timer expires, it increments its backoff factori by one, and resets the
request timer.

Repair If receiver r receives a request from receiverq for nq packets from a blockr has successfully
recovered, it sets itsrepair timer to [D1dr;q; (D1 + D2)dr;q] whereD1 andD2 are set to 1, anddr;q is
the estimated network delay fromr to q. We associate with the repair timer forr, a numberNr which is
the number of repair packets it would send when the timer expires. Nr is initialized tonq which is the
requested number of repair packets. If it receives further requests for repair packets,Nr is updated to the
new requested value if that is larger. If it receives a repairpacket from another receiver while the timer is
on,Nr is decremented by one. This is the technique used in SHARQFEC[3] for suppressing request and
repairs.

When the timer expires andNr > 0, r multicastsNr repair packets selected as follows. First, the node
generates(F + 1)Nr unique FEC-encoded repair packets whereF is a tunable parameter chosen based on
the size of a block and the computational overhead in generating F FEC repair packets (in our simulations,
we set it toB, the block size). Then, it randomly choosesNr packets from packets with sequence number
betweenF and(F + 1)Nr. This scheme increases the chance that receivers will get unique FEC-encoded
repair packets. Note that the sender would not transmit morethanB repair packets, and every node uses the
same FEC-encoding scheme.

3.4.1 Integrating with a tree-based protocol

LMR can be combined with a tree-based protocol such as RMTP[2] or LBRM[8]. As discussed in the
introduction, a tree-based protocol solves implosion and repair locality by imposing a logical tree structure,
and designating a receiver — called thedesignated receiver (DR) in RMTP — as the root in the sub-trees
of the tree.

A tree-based protocol can benefit from LMR. Because LMR multicasts FEC-repair packets, FEC repair
packets can proactively suppress many repair requests. In addition, since LMR allows receivers to choose
the amount of FEC repair packets to receive proactively, it reduces much of the repair locality problem.
Since the implosion and repair locality problems become less limiting by the use of LMR, the tree-based
protocol can scale to incorporate a larger fanout, resulting in a reduced number of DRs.

As in the SRM case, the recovery technique of the tree-based protocol being combined with LMR is
used when a receiver cannot recover a block from FEC repair packets. The sender multicasts data and repair
packets, and receivers select repair groups as described inSection 3.1. When a receiver detects the failure to
recover a block, it transmits a request (or NACK) to its DR. The DR immediately retransmits the requested
packet. In tree-based protocols, we allow DRs to retransmitoriginal data packets. In some tree-based
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protocols, DRs actually unicast repair packets to their child receivers [2] when there are not many requests
for the same packet pending. When packets are unicasted, therepair locality problem is not the key concern.

The tree structure of the protocol actually simplifies aspects of LMR e.g., in gathering feedback, and by
decreasing the sender’s load in processing feedback from receivers. A DR can gather feedback, compile the
statistics on the number of receivers in its subtree and the required number of repair packets, and report that
to its parent DR. Thus the sender receives only a small numberof feedback messages from its children.

4 The hierarchically scoped LMR protocol

The preceding discussion of LMR protocol focused on the single scope case where the sender is the only
node proactively injecting FEC repair packets. LMR can alsobe applied to hierarchically scoped protocols
such as scoped-SRM [1] or SHARQFEC [3]. Hierarchical scoping is in general effective in localizing repair,
thereby scaling reliable multicast to large number of receivers. The combination of LMR and hierarchical
scoping can substantially increase this scalability.

In this section, we describe how LMR can be used in presence ofscoping. Informally, this can be
achieved by electing scope leaders in each local scope, and letting scope leaders proactively distribute FEC
repair packets to different local multicast groups based onthe feedback received from their own scopes.
Receivers can listen to a set of local multicast groups to receive repair packets. There are many details and
we describe them now.

4.1 Hierarchical Scopes

The entire multicast group is divided in to scopes as shown inFigure 4. Each scope is given a unique
scope ID. Every scope except scope 0 has oneparent scope, and may have one or morechild scopes. Each
scope designates the node closest to the sender to be the representative of the receivers in that scope; this
representative is called theZone closest receiver (ZCR). The sender becomes the ZCR of the scope 0. A
receiver can be a member of one or more scopes. For instance, the ZCR of a scope is also a member of
its parent scope. The dynamic election of a ZCR within a scopeis described in detail in [3]; we adopt that
procedure and do not describe it here any further.

Definitions. The following definitions are helpful in describing our protocol. Thescope of a receiver r isi if r is a member ofi and there does not exist a scopej 6= i of which r is a member, such thatj is a child
scope ofi. Thus, in Figure 4,a’s scope is1 while c’s scope is3. Theglobal scope of a scopei includes
every receiver that is a member of scopei. For example, in Figure 4, the global scope of1 includesa, b,c, andd. Thelocal scope of a scopei includes only those receivers whose scope isi (i.e., those belonging
only to scopei). For example, in Figure 4, the local scope of1 contains onlya andb which are the ZCRs of
the child scopes of scope1. Thelocal scope of a receiver is the scope of that node if that receiver is not the
ZCR of the scope. Otherwise, it is its parent scope. Thus, thelocal scope ofc is 3 while the local scope ofa
is 1.

Scope may benested or non-nested. A nested scope is one that completely contains all of its child
scopes. A non-nested scope is one whose child scopes do not include any receivers (with the exception of
their ZCRs) that are members of their parent. Scope 0 is always a nested scope because it contains every
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descendent scope. All the non-ZCR receivers in a non-nestedscopei belongs to only scopesi and 0. Thus,
in a non-nested scopei, its global and local scopes are the same. Figure 4 shows examples of non-nested
and nested scopes respectively.

4.2 The allocation of multicast groups

Each ZCR is allocatedK + 1 unique multicast groups. The number of multicast groups allocated to each
ZCR is determined at the beginning of data transmission based on the expected sizes of multicast groups
and scopes. In each scopex, there aregx;0; gx;2; : : : ; gx;K multicast groups. We callgx;0 the base group
of scopex. The sender multicasts data packets tog0;0 and all receivers join that group. Each receiver is a
member of the base group of its own scope. ZCRs are members of the base group of the parent scope of
their scopes. A local scopei is allocated one multicast group, calledlocal group li, which comprises all
receivers whose local scope isi, and the ZCR of scopei. The local groups are used for the dissemination of
the feedback, and for retransmission request and repair packets.

Each ZCR is responsible for multicasting FEC repair packetsto its scope. Each ZCR at scopex mul-
ticasts FEC repair packets to multicast groupsgx;1; : : : ; gx;K . Whether a scope is nested or not affects the
LMR protocol (especially, that of receivers and ZCRs). We discuss the LMR protocols for non-nested scopes
and nested scopes separately.

4.3 Non-nested scopes

Each receiver multicasts its feedback only to its local group and the feedback is identical to that in the single
scoped protocol.

The ZCR of a scope responds to the feedback from its local group much the same way as the sender
does in the single scoped protocol. More details are as follows. The ZCR computes the distribution of
repair packets using the feedback received from the local group, and obtains�1; : : : ; �K . After the ZCR
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successfully receives each block of data, it multicasts�i;j, 1 � j � K, of uniquely FEC encoded repair
packets togi;j. As before, there is a delay between successive FEC pockets in order to reduce short burst
losses of FEC repair packets. The ZCR multicasts its sessioninformation (i.e., the information on the
distribution of repair packets) to its base group and includes it in every repair packet it multicasts. The ZCR
participates in the network delay estimation protocol for the receivers of its local scope by multicasting
acknowledgment to probes (included in feedback) received from its local group.

Receivers behave much the same way as they do in the single scoped protocol. A receiver in scopex
always obtains data packets fromg0;0 and the session information fromgx;0. Using the session information,
a receiver finds the minimumr, r � k, such that the sum of�x;1 to �x;r is at least as large as its currently
required number of repair packets. It then joins multicast groupsgx;1; gx;2; : : : ; gx;r for FEC repair packets.

Figure 5 depicts the extent of the multicasted information travels in non-nested scopes. Arrows crossing
over two scopes indicate that information is multicasted toboth scopes, and arrows contained in a scope
indicate that information is multicasted only to that scope. Data packets are multicasted to every scope
while FEC repair packets, retransmission requests and repairs are confined to local scopes.

4.4 Nested scopes

A scope can be nested in multi-levels. Thenesting level of a nested scopei is the number of scopes con-
taining scopei. We assume that if any two scopesj andk nest scopei, either scopej nests scopek or vice
versa. Note that the global scope of the parent of a nested scope is different from the local scope of the
parent because a receiver.

As in non-nested scopes, receivers multicast feedback onlyto their local repair group, and based on the
feedback, the ZCR of that scope determines the number of FEC repairs that it proactively transmits to its
global scope. This number also depends on how many repairs itreceives from its nesting-ancestor scopes.
Figure 6 depicts the extent that messages travel to in nestedscopes. While FEC repair packets multicasted
to global scopes, retransmission requests and repairs, andfeedback multicasted only to local scopes.

Let fA be the number of FEC repairs needed by a receiverA. Suppose that the scope of the receiver
is nested byt scopes,s1; s2; : : : ; st (i.e., the nesting level ist), s1 is the scope of receiverA, and sj,2 � j � n, containssj�1. In nested scopes, receivers have choice to join repair groups of their nesting
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scopes. The receiver always listens to all the base groups ofits nesting scopes. The RGI of a scope also is
transmitted to its base group as well as included in every repair packet that the ZCR of that scope multicasts.
Let �x;y; y � 1 be the number of FEC repair packets to be transmitted to multicast groupgx;y.

It is nontrivial to determine the multicast groups that a receiver must belong, for obtaining the repair
packets. A receiverA in scopes1 first takes into account the number of repair packets that theZCRs of its
nesting scopes expect to receive from their own ancestor ZCRs. This is because a receiver may have lower
loss rates than its ZCR; this happens sometimes when the ZCR is not at the routing path from the sender to
that receiver. Since a ZCR can inject repair packets for a block only after it successfully receives that block,
when the ZCR has higher loss rates than a receiver. relying onrepair packet from that ZCR would prolong
recovery delay for that receiver. In what follows, we sketcha more sophisticated protocol for determining
the multicast groups to which a receiver belongs.

Let Rsj , 1 � jlen, be the number of FEC repair packets that theZCRsj expects to receive from its
own nesting ancestor scopes.Rsj is part of the session information thatZCRsj multicasts. Based on theRsj ’s, receiverA determines the expected number of repair packetsEsj to receive from eachZCRsj . Esj
is determined as follows. Letsx be the smallest scope such thatfA � Rsx is positive. We setEsi = 0 for1 � i � x andEsx = fA�Rsx . For each scopesr, x+1 � r � n�1, find the smallest nesting scope ofsr,sl, (l > r) such thatRsl � Rsr is positive. Then we setEsi = 0 for r � i � l andEsl+1 = Rsl � Rsr . We
repeat the above process until we reach the largest scope (sn = 0). Then we setE0 = R1 if R1 is positive,
andE0 = 0 otherwise. For each scopesj for whichEsj > 0, receiverA finds the minimumr such that
joining gsj ;1; : : : ; gsj ;r gives at leastEsj repair packets, and it becomes a member of those groups.

If a scopei is in the static mode, its ZCR distributesB=K repairs to eachgi;j, 1 � j � K. If the
scope is in the dynamic mode, it uses the following algorithm. The ZCR first determines the number of FEC
repairs it would get from its nesting scopes. Let�i be that number, andfmax be the maximum number of
repairs required by receivers in its local scope. The ZCR multicasts at mostfmax � �i repair packets to its
repair multicast groups. The algorithm in Section3.2.1 determines the distribution of these repair packets to
its repair groups.

Examples. Figure 7 shows two examples for the calculation ofEi, the expected number of proactive repair
packets to be received from scopei. Figure 7(a) shows a scenario where receivers have higher loss rates
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Figure 7: Examples on computingEi.
than their ZCRs whereas Figure 7(b) shows a different scenario where receivers may have lower loss rates
than their ZCRs. For simplicity, we assume that ZCRs are in the static mode andb=K = 1 which means
that only one repair packet is transmitted to each multicastgroup. In Figure 7(a),R1 = 2; R2 = 3; R3 = 4,
andfA = 10. According to the equations discussed above, receiverA setsE3 = 10 � 4 = 6, E2 = 4 � 3,E1 = 3�2, andE0 = 2. Thus, the sum ofEi’s for receiverA is 10. In Figure 7(b),R1 = 2; R2 = 8; R3 = 6
andfA = 6. HereR3 is less thanR2. AlsoE3 = 6�6 = 0. SinceR2 > R3,E2 = 0, andE1 = R1�R3 = 4
because scope 1 is the smallest scope that has the expected number of packet from its ZCR (R1) to be smaller
thanR3. E0 = 2. Thus, the sum ofEi’s for receiverA is 10. Note that receiverA does not receive any
packet fromZCR2 andZCR3 because they have the same or worse loss rates. Thus, the recovery of blocks
received by receiverA does not depend on those ofZCR2 andZCR3.
4.5 Retransmission in scopes

When a receiver cannot recover a data block from receiving FEC repairs, it asks for additional transmission
of FEC repair packets from other receivers within itslocal scope in the same way it was described in Section
3.4. But determining the time to send a request in a nested scope is not trivial. In the single scoped protocol,
it can be determined by detecting gaps in the sequence numbers of packets because repairs are transmitted
in a sequential order. For instance, the sender always multicasts in each repair group the FEC repair packets
of a block before those of the next block. When listening to a repair group, it never receives the repair
packets of earlier blocks if no reordering of packets happens in the network. Thus when a receiver gets a
repair for a block before receiving a repair for its previousblock, it can safely assume that it lost that repair.
Unfortunately, this does not work in nested scopes because ZCRs can only transmit repair packets of a block
only after they recover that block, and may recover blocks indifferent orders than they are transmitted. Thus,
even if it receives a repair for a block before a repair for theprevious block, it cannot decide whether that
packet is lost or has not been sent.

To handle this situation, for each repair group that it joins, a receivera estimates the expected time
within which it would receive repair packets of a block. If itis supposed to receivex repair packets from a
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repair groupy, it computes the expected arrival timeta;y of all of x repair packets relative to the receiving
time of the first packet in that block.ta;y can be computed by addingx��f andtb, the expected time that
its ZCRb recovers all the packets in the block relative to the receiving time of the first packet. The expected
time that receiverb recover all of its packets in the block can be computed by taking the maximum of the
expected arrival time for every repair group it listens to. ZCR b includestb in its RGI so that receivera can
computeta;y.

When a receivera receives a data packeti of a block wherei is the sequence number of the packet within
that block, andi is the first packet it receives in that block, it sets its timer, calledrecovery timer, for a repair
groupy to (b � i) � packet interval + ta;y + 2 � sd, wheresd is the standard deviation in delays from
ZCR b to a. If it does not receive allx packets from that ZCR, it considers that those packets it have not
received are lost. When a receiver detects a packet loss fromwhich a data block cannot be recovered even
if it would receive all FEC packets it is supposed to receive from all of its currently joined repair groups,
it sets its request timer to be a random number within2i[C1dZ;a; (C1 + C2)dZ;a] wheredZ;a is the delay
from the ZCRZ of a’s local scope to itself. While the request timer is pending,if it receives a repair packet
that it considered lost (for instance, due to wrong estimation of expected recovery), it cancels the request
timer. Even if receiving that packet, and any repair packetsfollowing it in the future does not recover their
pertaining block, it sets the request timer again.

When its request timer expires, receiversa multicasts a request to its local group ifa is not ZCR. Ifa is
a ZCR, then it multicasts it to its parent’s local group. Whena receiverc gets a request, it sets its timer to be
a random number within[D1da;c; (D1 +D2)da;c].
4.5.1 Nesting vs. Non-nesting scopes

Nested scopes allow receivers to receive repairs from outerscopes, and therefore, there is more chance of
recovery than non-nested scopes. A receiver does not have torely only on the ZCR of its scope to receive
FEC repairs. Since it is possible that that ZCR may not be in the routing path and experiences more losses
than its child receivers, a receiver can rely on other ZCRs ofits nesting scopes for FEC repairs. The protocol
described in Section 4.4 handles this automatically. Note that a ZCR injects repairs only when repairs
required to recover its losses are not enough to recover its child receivers. Thus, if a ZCR undergoes more
losses than its child receiver, the child receiver does not receive repairs from that ZCR.

These advantages, however, come at the expense of protocol complexity because receivers depend on
the session information about its outer scopes in deciding the number of repairs to receive from its nesting
scopes. Even if session information about a scope is included in the every packet transmitted, that informa-
tion can also be lost. A problem occurs when a ZCR misses the session information from its outer scope
while its child receivers receive that information. The ZCRmay accidentally send less or more repair pack-
ets than necessary. Although this problem will disappear asthe network stabilizes, this transient behavior
may cause receivers temporarily subject to too much or little traffic than necessary. This dependency on
information adds to the complexity of the protocol, making it harder to maintain or debug.

The protocol for non-nested scopes is relatively simple, and is not much different from the single scoped
protocol. Since each receiver only needs to receive sessioninformation from the sender and its own ZCR, it
is less likely that receivers lose both information, and that receivers accidentally receive too much more or
less repairs than necessary. Furthermore, when ZCRs are placed at the routing path, then nested scopes do
not provide any advantage over non-nested scopes. This is because all the descendents of the ZCRs always
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suffer at least the same losses as the ZCRs. However, when ZCRs are not placed at the routing paths, non-
nested scopes can have larger recovery delays than nested scopes since a receiver gets all the FEC repairs
from its own ZCR.

The decision whether a scope is nested within another scope or be a child non-nested scope of another
is made when that scope is set up. It should be highly dependent on how the ZCR of that scope is elected. If
it is elected manually by designating one receiver at the routing path as a cache, a non-nested scope is more
appropriate than a nested one. If the ZCR is elected through adynamic ZCR challenge, nested scopes may
prove more effective as the closest receiver to the sender isnot necessarily at the routing path.

5 Simulation

5.1 Simulation setup

We implemented our LMR protocol using the UCB/LBNL/VINT network simulatorns. We incorporated it
into three well-known protocols, namely, the basic SRM, a hierarchical SRM, and a tree-based protocol; we
compared their performance to that of SRM [1], SHARQFEC [3],and ECSRM [18] respectively. We also
implemented our delay estimation protocol, and studied theperformance of SRM with this new protocol.
Our overall experimental setup is very similar to the one in [3].

Topology. Our simulation experiments were run using variants of the hybrid mesh tree topology used
in [3]. The two topologies used in our experiments are shown in Figure 8. their configuration is identical
to the ones in [3] except for the loss rates assigned to each link. The sender at node 0 feeds data to a three
level hierarchy of 112 receivers arranged as a mesh of 7 receivers each of which feeds balanced trees. Each
of seven trees in the topology is an exact copy of each other, and three subtrees within each tree are also a
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copy of each other. The links connecting the source to the top7 nodes in each tree are 45Mbits/s with all
other links set to 10 Mbits/s. The latency between any two receivers located within each tree was set to 20
ms for each link while the latencies used for the backbone links are shown in the figures. The loss rates for
the links are varied over different parts of the networks.

The loss model. To simulate a realistic loss behavior, we conducted transmission experiments over a
transpacific link every 45 minutes between Oct. 10 and Oct. 13, 1998, and recorded all the packets being
received and lost. We gathered over100 traces each15 minutes long, and extracted the profile information
of each trace which comprises the loss characteristics of every non-overlapping 300 ms segment. The loss
characteristics include the number of instances of loss bursts of lengths from 1 to over 200. For each link
in the networks shown in Figure 8, we find a trace that undergoes the same average loss rate as that of the
link, and use the trace to pick packets to drop during each 300ms period. The loss rates for links are shown
in Figure 8. The loss rates that receivers experience can be obtained by compounding the loss rates on the
links from the sender to the receivers. In our topologies, they vary from1% to 27:5%. Every packet passing
through a link — data, repair, request, and session — is subject to the same loss rate indicated on that link.

Transmission. Each simulation experiment starts the session at time 1 second, at which time nodes begin
sending session messages, and after the initial bootstrap phase of 6 seconds, node 0 starts sending traffic at a
constant bit rate of 800 Kbits/s. Each data packet is 1024 bytes. The sender stops transmitting data packets
at time 16 seconds. The block sizeB is 16, and for all LMR experiments, unless specified,K is set to 5,
and LMR uses the dynamic mode. Note that at this transmissionrate, each receiver will get approximately
10 packets over a 100 ms period. In LMR, every receiver determines the required number of FEC packets
based on 5% bandwidth wastage threshold as described in Section 3.3.

Parameters of interest. We focus on three categories of traffic:data (this comprises the original data
packets),proactive (this is the traffic transmitted by the sender over and above the data packets without an
explicit request from the receivers), andreactive (this is the traffic introduced by the sender or other receivers
in response to the retransmission requests). The total redundant proactive (reactive) traffic is the total number
of proactive (reactive respectively) packets that reach the receivers in excess of their requirements; total
redundant traffic includes both. All ratios and percentagesare with respect to the total data traffic received
by all the receivers.

5.2 Simulation result

Impact of layering on proactive repair transmission. We measure the impact of LMR in proactive
FEC transmission schemes. We tested single-scoped SRM, LMR/SRM with one repair group (denoted
LMR/SRM(1)), and LMR/SRM with five repair groups (denoted LMR/SRM(5)). The result of the simula-
tion runs are shown in Figure 9. All transmission tests finished approximately at the same time.

First, since SRM does not add any FEC packets, its redundant proactive traffic is zero. However, its
reactive traffic soars to at least 500%. This is because each repair packet is multicasted to the entire session
([3] also reports a similar performance for SRM). Second, while LMR/SRM(1) shows about 78% proactive
redundant traffic ratio, LMR/SRM(5) shows only 9%. This shows that LMR is effective in allowing receivers
to reduce their incoming proactive traffic by selectively joining repair groups. However, LMR/SRM(1) has
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Figure 9: Impact of layering on proactive repair transmission3% redundant reactive repair traffic ratio while that of LMR/SRM(5) is 38%. This is because LMR/SRM(1)
aggressively subjects receivers to a large amount of proactive traffic and successfully reduces the chance
that further repair packets are needed. However, the total redundant traffic ratio for LMR/SRM(1) is 81%
which is 30% more than that for LMR/SRM(5). Thus multi-layering reduces the overall redundant traffic
substantially.

Comparison of FEC recovery techniques. We now compare the performance of LMR with that of other
existing FEC recovery schemes. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show this comparison in terms of the average number
of packets (of all categories stated above) per receiver received during each 100 ms period. In all simulation
tests, the transmission finished at approximately the same time for all the protocols; thus, their throughput
is similar. However, they differ in how efficiently they use the bandwidth as described below.

We first compare the performance of LMR/SRM with that of ECSRM[18]. ECSRM is a tree-based
protocol that is a version of SHARQFEC where scoping and proactive repair are turned off, and only the
sender participates in reactive repair. ¿From Figure 10, one can do a calculation to conclude that ECSRM
has about 30% more redundant traffic than LMR/SRM. This is because ECSRM multicasts reactive repair
packets, and has poor repair locality. However, the performance of ECSRM is much better than that of the
basic SRM we quoted earlier because ECSRM uses reactive FEC repair and also does not allow receivers to
participate in the repair. Thus, duplicates in repair transmission are substantially reduced.

We then compare the performance of LMR/SRM to SHARQFEC in Figure 11. SHARQFEC forms
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Figure 10: The performance comparison of LMR/SRM, and ECSRM

three-level hierarchy with 29 nesting scopes from the simulation topology in Figure 8 where each bounding
circle represents a separate scope, and the roots of 7 trees forms another scope. The root of all the trees
in the topology and the sender are ZCRs. SHARQFEC generates only 15% less redundant traffic than
LMR/SRM. This result is very encouraging for LMR/SRM because it is only a single scoped protocol
while SHARQFEC is extensively scoped. Since SHARQFEC uses 29 scopes of less than five members, the
simulation experiment shows excellent repair locality. However, these scopes come with additional cost of
maintaining the scopes and ZCRs. This result suggests that LMR can enhance the repair locality of SRM up
to the level comparable to that of SHARQFEC.

Figure 12 compares the performance of SHARQFEC with scoped LMR/SRM. We allow LMR/SRM to
have the same scopes as SHARQFEC in the same topology. The total traffic in scoped LMR is far less than
that of SHARQFEC. Overall, scoped LMR has only 19% redundanttraffic while SHARQFEC has about
40% redundant traffic. This result strongly suggests that when combined with hierarchical scoping, LMR
can achieve excellent repair locality.

Performance of heuristic, optimal and static layering protocols. In this section, we compare the per-
formance of three layering protocols we presented in this paper: optimal, static, and heuristics. We ran
LMR/TREE over various numbers of repair groups on the same topology shown in Figure 8 three times,
each with different layering protocols over various numbers of repair groups. We measure the redundant
repair packets that each protocol generates. We chose LMR/TREE because it does not generate any global
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Figure 11: The performance comparison of LMR/SRM, and SHARQFEC

reactive repair traffic, and thus it is suitable for studyingthe effect on proactive repair traffic. Figure 13
shows the total number of redundant repair packets receivedby all receivers during a simulation experi-
ment. Recall that the static allocation (i.e., in the staticmode) assignsdB=Ke FEC repair packets to each
repair group regardless of the current loss rates of receivers. Under the loss rates assigned to the topology,
approximately 8 to 10 repair packets per block are sufficientfor the worst case receiver to recover its losses.
That is,fmax � 10.

The adverse effect of the static allocation is evident when only a small number of repair groups are
available. For example, when only one repair group is available, the static protocol multicasts allB repair
packets per block to that repair group while the dynamic protocol multicasts less than 10 repair packets
per block. Thus, in the static protocol, many receivers withlow loss rates are subject to many redundant
repair packets. However, when the number of repair groups gets larger thanB=2 (currently 8), then the
performance advantage of the optimal protocol quickly diminishes, favoring the static protocol because of
the overhead of the optimal protocol involved in collectingfeedback from all receivers.

Figure 13 shows excellent performance of the heuristic algorithm; the performance of the heuristic
algorithm is very comparable to the optimal the entire rangeof repair group numbers. This is because the
simulated loss rates are fairly amenable for the heuristic algorithm. The distribution of the loss rates is not
so skewed to adversely affect the performance of the heuristic algorithm. We have tested the algorithm on
other topologies with a higher degree of skew in loss rates. However, we have not observed any significant
performance difference between the optimal and heuristic algorithms in most cases except in extremely
skewed cases.
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Figure 12: The performance comparison of Scope LMR/SRM and SHARQFEC

6 Related Work

In this section, we review related work in each of the three categories of relevance, namely, multicasting
using multiple groups, use of FEC in reliable multicasting,and estimating network delays.

Use of multiple multicast groups. It is a natural idea to consider using multiple multicast groups for
reliable multicasting, and it has appeared before. Previously, it has been applied to congestion control [24,
25, 26, 27] and error recovery [28]. Layering has the potential to work better for loss recovery rather than
congestion control because loss recovery does not need any synchronization with other receivers on the
common path. The known uses of multiple multicast groups differ from our LMR in the particular layering
technique and in their specific applications. In particular, none of the prior work considers the dynamic
allocation of repair packets to different multicast groupsto optimize repair locality, and do so in a provably
optimal manner as we do.

In what follows, we review previous applications of multiple multicast groups. Ammar and Wu [24]
first applied the idea ofdestination set grouping for improving fairness among receivers with different
capabilities. Their scheme divides receivers into groups with similar capabilities; in each group, the sender
transmits data at a suitable rate. Later, Cheunget al. [25] extended the work for multicasting real-time video.
In both cases, the receivers do not belong to more than one group. McCanneet al. [26] applied a technique
calledReceiver-driven Layered Multicast (RLM) to control congestion in real-time video transmission. The
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Figure 13: The performance comparison of static, heuristic, and optimal allocations of repair packets

sender multicasts different layers of video signals to different multicast groups. Each receiver chooses a
subset of multicast groups and controls the amount of its incoming traffic. RLM and LMR are similar since
they both allow receivers to adjust the amount of incoming traffic based on receivers’ capability (be it loss
rate or its power), but they differ in crucial ways. First, LMR is applied to error recovery whereas RLM is
applied to congestion control; also, LMR layers FEC repair packets while RLM layers video data. Hence,
the optimization concerns are very different. Second, LMR has a provably optimal way to layer the number
of FEC packets while RLM, as it stands, does not have a provably optimal layering strategy. Nevertheless,
LMR may be considered as an example of a technique similar to RLM applied successfully to error recovery.

Vicisanoet al. [27, 29] also developed a technique to layer bulk data usinglinear block coding, and ap-
plied it to reliable multicast for error recovery and congestion control. The technique is applicable primarily
when a large portion of the data is available for encoding prior to transmission. The amount of redundant
data in each multicast channel is statically allocated, andit is exponentially spaced amongst channels. Their
layering technique replicates data periodically over a fixed time interval, called thewindow, while keeping
every packet within a unique window. Thus, a packet lost in a window can only be recovered from the
subsequent windows in the same multicast channel. Therefore, it seems best suited for delay-insensitive ap-
plications. In contrast, LMR uses a very different layeringtechnique where the amount of data transmitted
to each group is dynamically allocated to minimize the redundant repair traffic. Combined with an ARQ
technique, LMR can easily accommodate delay-sensitive applications.

A work closely related to LMR is also in [28]. Like us, the authors in [28] use multiple multicast groups
to solve the repair locality problem in sender-centric retransmission protocols. When detecting a loss of a
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packetpi, receivers multicast NACK, and join a retransmission groupgi. The sender retransmitspi to gi.
After receivingpi, the receivers leavegi. Since receivers join only the retransmission groups whichcarry
their missing packets, this technique achieves excellent repair locality. However, it requires a receiver to
join and leave a group for every data packet loss, thus potentially creating unreasonably large membership
control (IGMP) traffic. Therefore, without proper router support, this technique may not scale well.

Application of FEC to reliable multicast Nonnenmacheret al. [11] studied a hybrid FEC/ARQ tech-
niques for loss recovery in reliable multicast. They showedthat a hybrid FEC/ARQ can significantly reduce
bandwidth overhead of a large-scale reliable multicast. They also compared a layered implementation of
the technique where FEC and ARQ are supported at different system layers with non-layered, combined
implementation, and analytically showed that the combinedapproach yields more efficiency in the use of
bandwidth. Recent studies [12, 13] also show that a hybrid technique can yield high performance when
combined with local distributed recovery as in tree-based protocols. However, they report that FEC-based
recovery diminishes the performance advantage of local recovery over sender-oriented recovery. Their work
analytically shows that FEC can significantly improve the scalalability of reliable multicast. However, they
have not considered the effect of multicasting FEC packets to repair locality.

Rubensteinet al. [14] proposed several protocols using proactive FEC transmission for real-time reliable
multicast. Their protocols, based on rounds of transmission and feedback, rely on feedback from receivers
to determine the number of FEC packets to add at each round. Ineach round, the sender transmits the
maximum number of packets requested by the receivers as in [11]. Clearly this layering differs from ours
substantially. Gemmel[18] applied a protocol similar to the one in [11] to SRM. In the resulting protocol,
receivers multicasts NACKs which are used to suppress otherrequests. Unlike SRM, the protocol allows
only the sender to respond to requests and multicasts a FEC encoded packet. This technique was later
incorporated into SHARQFEC [3]; we already discussed the relation between our work and SHARQFEC.

To summarize, FEC is very effective in handling uncorrelated losses. Thus combined with retransmis-
sion ARQ techniques which are more effective in handling correlated losses, FEC can be a viable solution
for error recovery in reliable multicast. Earlier study in hybrid ARQ techniques provides strong support for
this. However, although the study indicates that FEC can achieve high performance in large-scale global
multicast, no protocol has been developed to localize repair traffic under global multicast. Our LMR shows
strong potential in this direction.

Delay estimation Sharmaet al. [7] propose to impose a self-configurable hierarchy on SRM tosolve
the scalability problem induced by session traffic involvedin estimating the pairwise network delay. The
session members are divided into local scopes each of which contains a local representative. Local members
within a scope send session messages to each other and conduct delay estimation among themselves while
representatives perform their own delay estimation among each other. Delays between two members in
different scopes are approximated via delays to their representatives. Under a small (local and global) scope
comprising 20 to 40 members this technique is shown to reducethe bandwidth utilization of the delay
estimation protocol.

Although hierarchical scoping helps increase the scalability of the delay estimation protocol in SRM,
it still does not remove theO(n2) performance bound (hence, the limit on the scalability) where n can be
the size of a scope. Thus, only small scopes can be accommodated. Our delay estimation protocol has
a better performance bound, can be incorporated into many protocols that require scalable, non-intrusive
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delay estimation.

7 Conclusion

We study the scalability of reliable multicast protocols. Some of the fundamental known techniques for
devising scalable reliable multicast protocols include receiver-centric repair [1], scoping [3, 16], suppressing
unwanted traffic by using timers [1], use of FEC packets [11, 18, 3, 14, 15] etc. In this paper, we offer
additional tools, namely, efficient algorithms to transmitFEC repair packets in layers so as to minimize the
total excess repair traffic. We employ these on existing protocols and present simulation results that show
the combined protocols to be substantially more scalable.

Many aspects of our work remain to be refined further and studied experimentally, or by building a
testbed. For example, in a hierarchical scope, a receiver may receive repairs from all of its nesting scopes.
Thus, the repair group addresses of overlapping scopes haveto be unique. Non-overlapping scopes do not
need unique addresses since administrative scoping of multicast addresses [17] allows multicast addresses to
be safely reused in non-overlapping scopes. Thus, as administrative scoping becomes widely deployed, the
number of multicast groups required for hierarchically scoped protocols grows linearly with the nesting level
of the most deeply nested scope; it is desirable to decrease this number. As SHARQFEC [3] has shown, five
level nesting scopes are sufficient for millions of receivers dispersed over the nation. Assuming that there
are at most 10 multicast group in each scope, we need at most 50multicast groups. By employing non-
nested scopes for some strategic locations (where it is certain that ZCRs are placed at the routing paths), the
nesting level of hierarchical scopes can be further reduced. The overall effect of the nesting level remains to
be understood. Another example is to determine the appropriate interval between feedbacks. This depends
on the ability to predict the loss patterns, and insights into this process will greatly help our protocols.
Yet another example is to understand the effect of loss of RGI(repair group information), and the delays
associated with joining and leaving multicast groups. Someof these issues are the subject our current and
future study.

Acknowledgment: The authors owe many thanks to Dr. Roger Kermode for providing them with his source
code for SHARQFEC.
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